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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Broadcasting to you today during a thunderstorm: lightning and pea sized hail. So we have
all this lovely cleansing energy coming in.
What I want to talk about this week is Venus Retrograde because we have a very important
occurrence coming up that I think is a dynamic that will affect everyone, and especially so where
your feminine side is during that particular retrograde.

So I’m looking here, on May 15 is when Venus goes retrograde. Between now and then or during
the retrograde, if you get the message later, just allow yourself to be in a dynamic where you are
accepting feminine presence.
You might invoke the Three Star One which is the Holy Trinity, feminine aspect. You might work
with any of the female Masters or Angelic Members. You might call forth Venus herself or just
within your own consciousness, ask to soften the feminine aspect and then bring it to the forefront
of your existence.
So that while it is moving retrograde, and raking backwards over previous things that have
recently happened, and especially so if you are in Venus return in your chart, you want to make
sure you don’t get the backlash of that energy and you want soft feminine, not any harsh energies.
So I invite you to practice, radiating Love from the heart chakra, radiating a feminine soft
presence, even if you’re a very masculine man, you want that nurturing kind of energy right there
on the surface and communicate it to others in your existence.
Alright dear Ones, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
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